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That these various oesophageal involvement contrast oesophagus in patients. A study quoted by Levine and Herlinger. Any assessment of sensitivity only applies to a particular population. Thus in one of the references that they have cited only patients with oesophageal candidiasis were studied and in the other only two of 18 cases had an alternative opportunistic infection (herpes). Had a wider spectrum of patients been chosen the sensitivity for radiology might well have been considerably reduced.

The preference for endoscopy in the diagnosis of HIV-related oesophageal symptoms is pragmatic. The sensitivity is likely to be higher than that for radiology in most hospitals and the capacity to biopsy dubious lesions is a major advantage. The major theoretical disadvantage is the transmission of HIV to staff or other patients – this has not been described.
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Westminster Hospital,
London SW1 2AP


Rep'y

Str,—Thank you for giving me the opportunity to reply to the helpful letter of Levine and Herlinger discussing the merits of 5-o testosterone in HIV antibody positive patients. Contrast barium swallow in expert hands undoubtedly produces fine mucosal detail of the oesophagus, but at the expense of several hours of critical time out of 24 in the study quoted by Levine and Herlinger. Any assessment of sensitivity only applies to a particular population. Thus in one of the references that we have cited only patients with oesophageal candidiasis were studied and in the other only two of 18 cases had an alternative opportunistic infection (herpes). Had a wider spectrum of patients been chosen the sensitivity for radiology might well have been considerably reduced.

The preference for endoscopy in the diagnosis of HIV-related oesophageal symptoms is pragmatic. The sensitivity is likely to be higher than that for radiology in most hospitals and the capacity to biopsy dubious lesions is a major advantage. The major theoretical disadvantage is the transmission of HIV to staff or other patients – this has not been described.
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Hepatology for the Clinician, edited by Dr Beker, uses the problem oriented approach and is designed to be read by clinicians caring for patients with liver disease. Its 13 chapters come from authors in the United States, Venezuela, and Japan. The first thing to be said about this book is that it was a pleasure to read. Its size and the length of the chapters mean that a topic can be read in a short space of time. Most chapters give an insight into how the individual authors tackle a clinical problem rather than give an exhaustive review of the literature on the subject. Most of the common problems in hepatology are covered with chapters devoted to jaundice, gastrointestinal haemorrhage, ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, acute hepatitis, and chronic liver disease. There are excellent chapters on pregnancy and the liver and on space-occupying lesions of the liver. In a book of this kind some chapters inevitably tend to become a little imbalanced. This is particularly evident in the chapter on ascites where the subject of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis is allocated much space as the discussion of ascites and the hepatorenal syndrome combined. The chapter on the febrile patient and the liver is disappointing as it consists mainly of a listing of infectious disorders involving the liver with descriptions of each. A more problem-oriented approach here with perhaps discussion of the management of the patient with established liver disease presenting with pyrexia would, in my view, enhance this book.

Despite these criticisms this is an enjoyable book to read. It gives straightforward advice about the approach to and management of problems in patients with liver disease. I think it succeeds in its aim of providing practical guidelines for patient management. It is not a substitute for, nor is it intended to be a substitute for, the more comprehensive textbooks in hepatology. I think that it will be well received with enjoyment by gastroenterologists, internists, and fellows in training.

P. A McCORMICK


This is a welcome translation of one of France’s leading gastrointestinal radiologist’s work on the small bowel. One of the first impressions of this book is of the outstanding quality of the radiographs. As Igor Laufer mentions in his preface, it is a beautiful work and a pleasure to look through. The book also has a very practical emphasis. Each chapter finishes with a short paragraph on practical conclusions and the text is full of helpful pointers on technique, interpretation, and differential diagnosis that reflect the immense experience of the authors. Ultrasound, computed tomography, and arteriography are discussed, though most of the book concentrates on barium studies. It was refreshing not to find a total insistence on the small bowel enema as the only method for examination. I agree with its recommendation for use in obstruction and was particularly pleased to see the insistence on routine compression during examination with each loop separated from the neighbouring one by the Holzknecht device. This is a useful compre- hensive work of scholarship unfortunately not in common use in the United Kingdom. The index is slightly limited with only one page references to main topics, but, as this is not a reference tome but a book to read through and learn the practical aspects of small bowel radiology, I do not consider this a real disadvantage. I liked this book. There is competition in the field, but this is a particularly good account of the everyday problems encountered when examining the small bowel.

CIBARTRAM


Digestive Disease Week is the annual meeting that lures increasing numbers of gastroenterologists from all over the world to the United States; it is now the undisputed "unofficial world congress." The reason for this is meticulously displayed in this considerable work; the Americans' contribution to gastroenterology is a rich scientific and clinical heritage which lends a lustre to their meetings. Joe Kirschner is, at 81, some 12 years


Oesophagography and AIDS

In a leading article on gastrointestinal tract involvement by AIDS Gazzard contends that oesophagography has such a poor sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing opportunistic – that is, fungal and viral – oesophagitis that it is an unsatisfactory technique for investigating oesophageal symptoms in HIV-positive patients. Recent evidence, however, suggests that double contrast oesophagography is in fact a valuable diagnostic test in these patients. In two separate studies double contrast oesophagography had a sensitivity of approximately 90% in diagnosing Candida oesophagitis. The major advantage of this technique over conventional single contrast barium examination is its ability to show mucosal plaques that cannot easily be seen with single contrast techniques. As a result, only mild cases of Candida oesophagitis are likely to be missed on the contrast examinations. Patients with AIDS often have a more fulminating form of candidiasis in which the oesophagus has an easily recognisable 'shaggy' appearance on oesophagography due to multiple plaques, pseudomembranes, and ulcers. In contrast, herpes oesophagitis is typically seen on double contrast radiographs by discrete, superficial ulcers without evidence of plaques. Recently, cytomegalovirus (CMV) has also been recognised as a cause of oesophagitis in HIV-positive patients. Unlike herpes, CMV may be shown radiographically as large, relatively flat ulcers one or more centimetres in size. Because herpetic ulcers rarely become this large, the presence of a giant ulcer should be highly suggestive of CMV oesophagitis in patients with AIDS.

A recent study of HIV-positive patients confirmed that these various types of opportunistic oesophagitis can usually be differentiated by their characteristic features on double contrast oesophagograms, eliminating the need for endoscopic intervention in many cases. We therefore believe that double contrast oesophagography is a valuable technique for investigating AIDS patients with oesophageal symptoms. Nevertheless, endoscopy may be required for a more definitive diagnosis if the radiographic findings are equivocal or if the patient fails to respond to appropriate treatment with antifungal or antiviral agents.
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